APPENDIX: Lists of plastic packaging in the three Contribution levels
Update as at 19.07.2017

LEVEL A - Sortable and recyclable packaging from the C&I circuit

Liners, Big Bags and similar fabric Bags for
industrial use

Water dispenser bottles

Caps to cover pallets/Big Bags

Crates and industrial/agricultural Boxes/Large
Boxes in NON-foam material, including those
referred to in the CONAI Circular of 2 July 2012

Bottle baskets, including those referred to in the
CONAI Circular of 2 July 2012
Film for palletising and shrink film for overwrapping(*)
By shrink film for over-wrapping is meant film used as is with
mere heat treatment that shrinks it around several sales units.
Applications on individual sales unit or that require heat welding
or further processing (e.g. labels, sleeves, bags and other types of
flexible packaging, also if sold in spools) are therefore excluded.
(*)

Drums and IBC Tanks

Interlayers
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Pallets

Bubble wrap and other air cushions

Cans - over 5 litre capacity

Raw materials for self-production of the packaging indicated above also fall into Level A.
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LEVEL B - Sortable and recyclable packaging from the Household circuit
Reusable bags, compliant with current
legislation (Decree Law 2/2012)(*)
Existing exclusion of reusable bags, so-called cabas,
compliant with the provisions of current legislation (with
external handles, more than 200 microns thick and
containing at least 30% of recycled material) from the
Environmental Contribution confirmed.
(*)

Preforms, Bottles, Detergent Bottles and
the like

Mechanical dispensers (e.g. spray pumps,
triggers, etc.)

Disposable carrier bags, compliant with
current legislation (UNI EN 13432: 2002)

Cans - up 5 litre capacity

Caps, closures, lids

Raw materials for self-production of the packaging indicated above also fall into Level B.
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LEVEL C - Packaging not sortable/recyclable with current technologies
List by way of example but not limited to. Types of packaging not present in the two previous lists
must be considered to belong to this latter category of reference.

Cases, boxes and other presentation
containers

Cans, jars and other containers of any
shape/size

Emptied beverage system capsules as per
CONAI Circular of 7 October 2014

Crates in foam material

Woven/non-woven garment covers and linen
bags

Protective elements in foam or rigid material

Labels
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Monolayer/multilayer film (flat or bubble
extrusion - tubular) other than Level A

Protective film (e.g. removable film)

Hangers for clothes, linen and other goods
(CIRC 7/10/2013)

Display packaging (e.g. displays, blisters,
thermoforms and plaques)

Adhesive tapes

Film for professional use (e.g. for foodstuffs)

Film for garments (e.g. film used by
laundries)

Polylaminates mainly in plastic material
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Strapping and bands for packaging use

Rolls, tubes and cylinders around which
flexible material is wound as per CONAI
Circular of 27 June 2013

Net and string bags and twine (e.g. for fruit
and vegetables)

Bags and small bags other than those of Level
B

Buckets

Sleeves

Disposable plates and cups

Tubes
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Containers and trays

Raw materials for self-production of packaging not expressly included in Levels A and B
also fall into Level C.
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